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Bug Infested Item Removal Liability Release
IMPORTANT: This notice must be signed before any Infested Removal Service may begin.

1) TitleTown Pest Pros service specialists are trained to treat your junk removal needs with tender care while
taking items away. We do ask though that for risk of not damaging other items not being removed to have a
clear pathway for us to walk through. TitleTown Pest Pros will not be held liable for any or all items that
may get broken or damaged in any way while performing our removal service, whether it be something
being removed or not removed.

2) We ask too, that you have a clear parking area for us to be able to bring in a truck and trailer for disposal
and are not liable for any or all damage to the structure or yard that may occur while driving in or out. If we
are utilizing a dumpster drop off for service, we also ask that adequate space is allowed to get it as close to
the structure as possible. We are also not liable for any and all damage that a 3rd party dumpster rental
company may cause during pick up and removal of the dumpster and if something were to happen, we
recommend contacting them about any incident that may incur. Upon request we will provide the
companies information to attempt resolution of the matter.

3) If TitleTown Pest Pros is hired to wrap any items needing to be removed, we are not to be held liable for
any spreading of bugs due to the process of dismantling or wrapping the item or from the removing of said
items. If sprays of any kind are utilized by request of the client or by recommendation of TitleTown Pest
Pros with no one on site, TitleTown Pest pros holds no liability to the spreading of bugs to other areas
within the entirety of the structure.

4) If sprays are performed to help contain the spreading of any bugs it is to be under the consideration that it is
not a guarantee bugs will not spread, but deemed as a preventative to potentially stop spreading of the bugs.
Surrounding areas are always recommended to be sprayed at least adjacent to infested areas, but even if
those areas are also sprayed it is still considered a preventative and not a guarantee that infestations cannot
still occur even in the area that have been sprayed.

5) For the above noted consideration, the signer to this agreement further agrees not to make claim or take
proceeding against any other person or corporation which might claim contribution or indemnity under the
provisions of any statute or otherwise. It is declared that the terms of this agreement are fully understood
and that this agreement is accepted voluntarily for the purpose of contracting TitleTown Pest Pros for
services.

6) This Agreement contains the entire agreement between parties and the terms of this agreement are
contractual and not a mere recital and if any additional monetary consideration provided after services is
not deemed to be an admission of liability on the part of TitleTown Pest Pros.

This agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the state of Wisconsin
and the undersigned agrees that they have read and understand this agreement in its entirety. The
undersigned agrees that TitleTown Pest Pros is in no way liable for any and all damages, costs, or

anything related with services performed before, during, or after removal.

________________________________ _______________________________________ __________
Full Name Signature Date



Please allow 21 days for the treatment to reach its maximum effectiveness. There can be any number of
fleas going through various stages of their life cycle at any given time. If there is a problem after 21 days,

please give our office a call & we’ll be happy to further help!

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION
MSDS INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST AT

(920)-422-PEST


